
From: Hardison, Cember, NMENV
To: Singleton,Kerwin, NMENV; Jones, Mark, NMENV
Cc: Zyla, Rhett, NMENV
Subject: Flare incinerator summary - Targa Saunders please check
Date: Tuesday, December 3, 2019 11:32:34 AM
Attachments: Flare + Incinertor Summary Targa Saunders.docx

Flare flow diagram Saunders.pdf
Flare & Incinerator Calcs Sanunders.pdf
Flare permit pages P111R2M2 Saunders.pdf
flare-incinerator app pages Saunders.pdf

Mark and Kerwin,
Here is the Targa Saunders gas plant flare summary.
Included are a few questions.
Please let me know if you do or do not need any of the application or permit pages.
 
I think that the flow diagram at the least is helpful.
Thanks
 
 
Cember Hardison
Air Quality Bureau
PSD Permit Section Manager - Major Source Section
Ph: 505-476-4346 | Fx: 505-476-4375| cember.hardison@state.nm.us |525 Camino de los Marquez, Suite 1, Santa
Fe, NM 87505 | https://www.env.nm.gov/aqb/
Innovation, Science, Collaboration, Compliance
Link to the Industry/Consultant Feedback Questionnaire      
If guidance or a determination is included in this email, it is intended to serve as general guidance and is in no way a formal
statement of Department policy.  New information or changes to regulations may result in a different determination or
guidance.  
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Targa Saunders Gas Plant

AI 610

Flare and Incinerator summary



Both Flares F-03 and F-01

· Only pilot-purge gas limits are reflected in Table 106.A.

· All other limits in Table 107.A (SSM and M)

F-03 all flaring due to SSM or malfunctions from inlets or residue gas (outlet).

· Combusts gas from the high pressure inlet, the low pressure inlet, and residue (sales) gas.

· Facility has a low pressure inlet and a high pressure inlet.

· Two gas streams come into the high pressure inlet: Agave with 0 H2S and Vada with H2S

· The Saunders low pressure inlet gas has H2S



F-01 Secondary amine unit control.  Combusts gas during plant blowdown and when SRU-Incinerator is not working. 



I-01 SRU incinerator and amine unit primary control.  Has “steady state” emission limit in Table 106.A of permit.



Potential Questions:

· Are the plant blowdowns to F-01 required only due to the SRU-incinerator SSM/M or for other issues occurring elsewhere in the plant.

· Are other reduced sulfur compounds, in addition to H2S, in the gas that is being combusted by F-03 and F-01?  The most recent gas analysis dated 2014 in a permit application shows only H2S emissions.  It could be that there are not other reduced sulfur compounds. 

· The permit requires fugitive leaks to be controlled with flare F-01 pursuant to NSPS KKK.  See P111-R2M2 conditions A206.A and A 209.A. Why do neither the emissions calculations in the application nor emission limits in the permit reflect emission limits for F-01 from controlling fugitive leaks. 

· Emissions only from SSM and malfunctions are reflected in Table 107.A.  

· Table 106.A emission limits consist of only pilot and purge gas and was verified in the permit application calculations.  

· Tables 2-D and 2-E show the same (uncontrolled and controlled) emission rates for fugitive emissions (unit FG-01).



Equipment Table

		F-01

		Acid Gas Flare

		John Zink

		not reported

		1952

		5.0 MMscf/yr

(pilot only)

		5.0 MMscf/yr

(pilot only)



		F-03

		Emergency Flare

		John Zink

		936300

		2001

		5.0 MMscf/yr

(pilot only)

		5.0 MMscf/yr

(pilot only)



		I-01

		Sulfur Recovery Unit (SRU) and Incinerator

		Selectrox

		Drawing #B-O-909475-601

		1998

		8 MMBtu/hr/ 8 Mscf/hr

		8 MMBtu/hr/ 8 Mscf/hr



		Control Equipment Table



		F-01

		Acid gas emergency flare

		VOC, H2S

		Amine Unit (A-01)



		F-03

		Emergency green gas flare

		VOC, H2S

		Entire facility



		I-01

		Incinerator

		VOC, H2S

		SRU and A-01 still vent







Table 106 limits

		F-013

		0.04

		0.2

		0.2

		0.9

		0.1

		0.4

		0.009

		0.04



		F-033

		0.04

		0.2

		0.2

		0.9

		0.1

		0.4

		0.009

		0.04





3	Flares (F-01 and F-03) figures represent pilot only emissions. Compliance with flare (F-01 and F-03) emission limits is demonstrated by limiting combustion to pilot and/or purge gas only.



Table 107 limits

		F-01 SSM

		acid gas flare SSM

		112.8

		1.7

		966.5

		12.3

		5.0

		0.017

		2775.7

		34.0

		30.1

		0.36



		M

		malfunctions2

		**

		10.0

		**

		10.0

		**

		10.0

		**

		10.0

		**

		5.0



		F-03 SSM

		emergency green gas flare 

		527.9

		1.4

		1053.9

		2.7

		1097.9

		2.1

		2038.4

		4.1

		22.1

		0.043





1. Malfunction limits apply to both flaring and venting malfunction events




























































































